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TO: Shaun Donovan, Secretary. S

FROM: David A. Montova. Inspector Gentral, G

SUBJECT: Management and Performance Challenges for Fiscal Year 2013 and Beyond

In accordance with Section 3 of the Reports Consolidation Act of 2000. the Office of

Inspector General (OIG) is submitting its annual statement to you summarizing our current

assessment of the most serious management and performance challenges facing the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD or Department) in fiscal year 2013.

Through our audits, investigations. inspections, and evaluations. v e work ‘ ith departmental

managers in recommending actions that best address these challenges. More details on our

etThrts in relation to these issues can be found in our Semiannual Reports to Congress.

The Department’s primary mission is to create strong, sustainable, inc1usie communities

and quality. affordable homes for all. HUD seeks to accomplish this mission through a wide

variety of housing and community development grant, subsidy. and loan programs.

Additionally. HUD assists families in obtaining housing by providing Federal Housing

Administration (EllA) mortgage insurance for single-family and multifamily properties. HUD

relies upon many partners for the perfbrmance and integrity of a large number of diverse programs.

Among these partners are cities that manage HUD’s Community Development Block Grant funds.

public housing agencies that manage assisted housing funds. HUD-approved lenders that originate

and ser ice FHA-insured loans. Government National Mortgage Association mortgage-hacked

security issuers that provide mortgage capital, and other Federal agencies with which HID

coordinates to accomplish its goals. HUD also has a substantial responsibility for administering

disaster assistance prorams. HE ‘D is also administering new mortgage assistance and grant

programs in response to the Nation’s financial crsis. mcreasc in roreclosures. and declining home
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HUD Management and Performance Challenges

Fiscal Year 2013 and Beyond

5ulL’le’—farnily pro2rams.

The Federal Housing Administration’s (FHA) single-family mortgage insurance programs enable

millions of first—time borrowers and minority. loxv-income. elderly, and other unders erved

households realize the benefits of homeownership. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD or Department) manages a growing portfblio exceeding SI trillion in single

fami lv insured mortgages. Effective management of this portfolio represents a continuing

challenge fur the I)epartment.

HUD has sustained significant losses in its single-family program and is taking on additional

risk. The number of FHA mortgages has risen dramatically. The increased mortgage

endorsement volume is accompanied by increases in defaults, claims, and loss mitigation.

FHA’s N utual Mortgage Insurance (MM!) fund continues to not meet its statutory requirement

for its reserves to he two percent or more of the amortized Single Family insurance-in-force. For

the last two fiscal years FHA estimates it had about one-half of one percent in reserves.

Preliminary indications are that at the end of fiscal year 2012. the MMI will have a similar

estimate, despite ERA increasing mortgage insurance premiums, establishing minimum Fair

Isaac Company (F ECU) score standards, increasing the minimum down payment from 3 to 3.5

percent, reducing the amount of equity withdrawn on reverse mortgages, and modifying the role

of former loan correspondents so they are responsible to direct lenders.

ERA plays a major role in supporting the housing market. The current degree of FHA

predominance in the market is unparalleled. It is clear that the Department is committed to

positioning FHA as rapidly as possible to deal with the changing dynamics. For the first time,

FHA has imposed a minimum credit score to be eligible for FHA financing and set loan-to-value

ceilings dependent on credit scoring. We have expressed concerns that the credit score threshold

HUD uses is traditionally considered subprime territory in the conventional marketplace. HUD

has also increased lenders’ net worth requirements to a minimum of$ I million and ceased its

approval of loan correspondents. Those entities, also referred to as sponsored third-party

originators, must establish a sponsorship relationship with an FF-IA-approved mortgage lender to

continue participating in FHA programs. FHA. in turn. intends to hold approved lenders

responsible fbr ensuring that their third—part\ originators compU with FDA lending

requi.rcments.
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neligihle fur insurance DIG has noted in past audits. H [D’s unnecessary exposure when

paving claims on loans that were not qualified fur insurance In addition. FDA has been slow to

implement a rigorous claim reiew process and go hack to the lenders to recover losses. This

takes on even greater importance in light of the significant amount of claims projected to be filed

by lenders in the coming months and HUD’s current limited capacity for reviewing submitted

claims. In the early part of 2011 . the 01G. in partnership ith HI ID and [; .S. Department of

.1 ustice ( D0J ). initiated a number of mortgage lender reviews a hereby, statistical samples were



dra\ n of claims. dethults. and all other loans in order to determine the accuracy and due

diligence of the undcr\ riters ot Fl IA loans by a number of the largest lenders nationwide. Our

results to date ha e sho n high percentages of loans reviewed with multiple signi ticant

deficiencies that should have not been underwritten. ‘I he rc’v iews completed to date ha C

resulted in a total of SQ26 million in Ci\ ii settlements for alleged ‘.iolations of False Claim Acts

and fiuilure to fully comply v. ith FIIA requirements on FHA loans.

Over the past seeral years. homeowners have experienced rapidly declining home values, loss

home equity, and a sharp risc in home foreclosures. One of I-lCD’s goals is to assist the

mounting number of FHA borrowers at risk of losing their homes to foreclosure. The

Department is committed to holding lenders and servicers accountable for actions that violate

FHA requirements which subject the FHA fund to increased risk. Working closely with the

Department and DOJ. OIG conducted a nationwide effort to review the foreclosure and claims

process of the five largest FIIA mortgage servicers. These reviews were performed as a result of

reported allegations that national mortgage serx icers were engaged in widespread questionable

foreclosure practices involving the use of foreclosure mills” and a practice known as

“robosigning” of sworn documents in thousands of tbreclosures throughout the L’nited States.

During the period October 1. 2008. through September 30. 2010. the senicers collecti ely

submitted 93,l2() FHA insurance claims totaling more than $12.04 billion. Of the 93.120 claims,

34,357 conveyance claims totaling more than $4.1 billion were for foreclosed properties in 23

judicial foreclosure States and jurisdictions. DOJ used the OIG ‘s reviews and analyses in

negotiating a national mortgage settlement agreement with the servicers. On March 12. 201 2,

DOJ and the State attorneys general filed proposed consent judgments with the court to resolve

violations of State and Federal law foreclosure requirements.

HUD also faces challenges in ensuring its programs benefit eligible participants and is not

paying improper claims. In a recent review of FHA’s Preforeclosure Sale Program, OIG

identified that FHA did not always pay claims for only those pretbreclosure transactions that met

the criteria for participation in the program. This condition occurred because HLJD did not have

adequate controls to enforce the program requirements and requirements were not well written.

As a result. the FHA insurance fund may have taken unnecessary’ losses while borrowers, who

may otherwise have been able to sustain their obligations, were inappropriately relie ed of their

debt using FHA insurance fund reserves. FHA has agreed that existing program policy and

lendei execution against that policy is inconsistent. To impro\ e alignment and ensure that the

long term interest of the 1 I—lA Insurance Fund are met. EHA is working toward (1) introducing a

streaml inc prorarn ‘Ippro\ a! po1 lex based on loan h iracturi sties and borrower credit prot e
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needs to consider the downstream risks to investors and financial institutions of Ginnie Mae’s

eventual securititation of a large portion of FHA’s insured mortgages. Ginnie Mae securities are

the only MBS to carry the full faith and credit guarant of the ‘nited States. Ifan issuer fails to

make the required pass—through payment of principal and interest to MBS in estors. Ginnie Mae



is required to assume responsihilit’ for it. Typically. (iinnie Mae defaults the issuer and assumes

control of the issuer’s \4BS pools. By the end of fiscal 2012, Ginnie Mae appears poised to

exceed $ 1 .3 trillion in issued government agency security guarantees. Among Ginnie Mae’s key

challenges is to enhance \IBS issuer monitoring to etTectiel and timely assess the risk of the

imminent default of a “top tier” (top ten ranked) lender. Historically. Ginnie Mae Issuer defaults

ha e been infrequent involving small to moderate—size issuers. However, major unanticipated

issuer defaults beginning in 200Q ha e led to a multi—billion dollar rise in nationwide mortgage

ser\ icing as well as the repurchase of multi-billion dollars of defaulted loans to meet their

guarantees to MBS investors. In the near-term these changes have strained both operating and

financial resources. With the approval of the Office of Management and Budget and the

Congress. Ginnie Mae significantly increased their management capacity in fiscal year 2012.

Ne ertheless. Ginnie Mae continues to rely hea ily on third-party contractors to perform almost

all key operating functions.

Currently, another designated “top tier” lender and servicer is going through bankruptcy court

supervision. Ginnie Mae is depending upon the apparent interest of both large investors as well

as major financial investment by the U.S. Treasury in a corporate affiliate to achieve a successfi.il

outcome.

Overs&ht of’.4merican Recovery and Rein vestment .4 ct funds.

Congress allocated $13.6 billion in funding to HUD programs under the American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act of 2009. This allocation added significant funding to the Public Housing

Capital Fund. Community Development Block Grants, the Neighborhood Stabilization Program.

the F-{omelcssness Prevention and Rapid Rehousing Program, and other HUD programs to

modernize and “green” the public and assisted housing inventory, support the low-income

housing tax credit market, stabilize neighborhoods hit by foreclosures, and prevent

homelessness. Carrying out the goals of the Recovery Act. while dealing with increased

mortgage activity and conducting normal operations. is a significant challenge for HUD.

In general, the Reco cry Act directs HIJD to ensure that the S 13.6 billion is awarded and

distributed in a prompt. fair. and reasonable manner: that the recipients’ use of funds is

transparent to the public: that the funds are used for only authorized activities: that recipients

avoid unnecessary delays and cost overruns: and that program goals are achieved, including

specific program outcomes and impro ed results on broader economic indicators. fhis oversight
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Ht D’s efforts to assess the risks associated with Recovery Act funding along with the

Department’s plans to mitigate those risks. Lsing risk assessments, v.e also identified grantees.

performed audits of Reco’ cry Act expenditures, and evaluated recipient reporting to ensure that

the data the recipients report are accurate.



Ill) will need to monitor Reco\ cry Act participants until all funds are e\pended or rescinded

and returned to the LS. Treasur\. The Pay It Back Act requires all funds that remain

unobligated at December 3 1 . 201 2 he returned to the I. .S. Treasury’s general fund. As we near

that deadline, we continue to monitor HUD’s effbrts to rescind, recapture and return funds. Past

reviews of HD and Recovery Act recipients reealed it remains a challenge to comply with this

provision of the act in a timely manner. Our review last year found monitoring and o ersight

could he better documented in H1D’s funds control plans. HUD has adopted our

recommendation, however. HUD still struggles to identify and return all funds subject to the Pay

It Back Act.

Human capita! management.

For many years. one of the Department’s major challenges has been to effectively manage its

limited staff to accomplish its primary mission. HUD lacks a valid basis for assessing its human

resource needs and allocating staff within program offices, as evidenced in OIG’s September

2008 audit pertaining to HUD’s management of human resources. More recently. we reported in

January 201 1 that HUD was making progress in addressing its hiring process and reduced the

average cycle time for hiring employees by about 37 percent between 2008 and 2010. The

Department was able to meet the staffing needs of its four I lomeownership Centers within the

confines of authonzed staffing leels. Nevertheless, more needs to be done.

As noted in GAO’s February 2011 High Risk series, the Federal Government has made

substantial progress in addressing its human capital challenges. To address this challenge. HUD

began a “Human Capital Transformation” initiati e. which noted that the 2008 Federal Human

Capital Survey ranked HLJD 241 out of the 30 large agencies in the “Best Places to Work in the

Federal Government” report. HUD ranked second from the bottom in 2011 afier being tied for

last in 2010. The Department contracted ith the National Academy of Public Administration

(NAPA) to consult on this problem. The Academy noted HUD did not engage in any short- or

long-term planning to determine staffing needs. It noted the absence of a clear workfbrce

planning strategy, ‘hich is impeding the Department’s effhrts to address its workforce needs in a

strategic and organized manner.

NAPA recommended that the Department establish an intra-agency team of senior officials from

the Chief Financial OfficeL Chief Human Capital Officer and administrative and budget

officials from major program offices to assess the causes of its erratic resource management

pract1Ls and de elop a more timeR and iredic:tahl tafting proLec In addition, NAP
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transform the wi III [) oe husincs. I his goal addru’ses H I D histor of being ‘ ic ed h\

both its emp1oees and external partners as lacking in its ability to provide the support needed to

fully deliver on its mission. IIUD has developed specific sub-goals to (I) build capacity. (2)

fbcus on results. (3) reduce bureaucracy. and (4) change its culture.
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[he Secretary has committed much time and effort to address some of these areas as eidenced

by his Town I-fall meetings ith staff to announce his Changemakcrs Campaign and Feedback

Focus Days to look at V avs to impro\ e performance and culture. HI D will measure it progress

on its sub-goals by its success in increasing satisfaction ratings from internal and external parties.

increased delegation to field offices, reduced number of burdensome regulations and reports. and

reduced end—to—end hiring time. H[ D has also begun a ‘. orkforce needs and allocation studs to

update its resource estimation and allocation process. The goal is to more effectively support the

budget process and assess staffing needs.

Financial ,nana2ement sy.tein s.

Since fiscal year 1991. OIG has annually reported on the lack of an integrated financial

management system. including the need to enhance FHA’s management controls over its

portfolio of integrated insurance and financial systems. During the past several years. HUD has

made progress by partially implementing new core financial systems at FHA and Ginnie Mae

and addressing most of the previous weaknesses that OIG identified. These improvements

enabled OIG to reclassify the weakness in financial management system requirements from a

material weakness to a significant deficiency.

The contract to modernize HUD’s financial management systems, HUD Integrated Financial

Management Improvement Project (HIFMIP). was awarded on September 23. 2010. The

original scope of HIFMIP was to encompass all of HUD’s financial systems, including those

supporting EHA and Ginnie Mae. However, the inclusion of the FHA and Ginnie Mae portions

has been put on hold as a result of reviexk by Office Management and Budget (0MB). HIFMIP

was launched in fiscal year 2003 and was to have begun implementation of HUD’s core financial

system in fiscal year 2006. With the award of the contract in September 2010. HUD anticipated

implementation of phase one of the project in time to have all of the fiscal year 2012 financial

data within the new system. However, this did not occur and we remain concerned about the

successful execution and completion of H [FM IP.

In the summer of 201 1, the HIFMIP contractor proposed changing the implementation date to

May 2012. This new date was not formally approved. In March 2012. work on HIFMIP was

stopped. and HUD began reevaluating its options for the project. Since March 2012, project

sponsorship was transferred from the Office of the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO) to the

[)eput Secretarv [he Deputy’ Secretary and a workmg group comprised of the O(’FO. Office

of the (Thief lntrmation Officer, and the Office of the Chief Procurement Ofliccr are reassessing

HI D’s options for H IF’M I P date HI. D ha spent more than S3 5 m I lion on the HI FM I P hut
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capabilities and automation. HUD’s 20 0—2015 Strategic Plan and F[IA established a goal to

address the long-standing issue with major functional application systems that ere designed

decades ago with soft are products no longer supported by the software vendors. The FHA

lnfiirmation System Transftwrnation was initiated to address this challenge. The objective ‘. as

to integrate the indi idual application systems ith Oracle PeopleSoft FIJA Subsidjarv Ledger



implemented in 2U03 However. Fl-LA relies upon these applications to support major operational

and financial functions such as (1) loan underwriting, (2) premium hilling. (3) insurance

endorsement recording. (4) claims payment processing. and (5> Real Estate Owned inventory and

accounting, etc. The impetus for the Transformation Initiative was 2009-2t) I () rapid rises in

FHA loan origination volume after the equally quick decline in the conventional subprirne loan

market in 2007 and 2008. FFIAs national market share for loan origination rose from 5 percent

to over 30 percent within less than two years.

FHA management identified application priorities. Lender application approval and annual

recertification were the initial manual processes selected to convert to an automated system

because of backlogs in processing new lender approvals. While the 2011 approval program has

been designed and implemented, the recertification program remains to be developed and

implemented. The next priority was to develop or implement an underwriting fraud detection or

prevention tool into the Post Endorsement Technical Review process. To accomplish this a

vendor was hired to manually review loan application and endorsement tiles to develop an

algorithm for automated file selection for the review of high risk loans. At a September 2012

brieting, the IT Transformation team informed us the algorithm had been deployed to the Single

Family Homeownership Centers however; the Transformation contractor was continuing to

review files.

Overall, it appears that the lack of a funding commitment has reduced the FHA Information

System Transformation project to just a continuation of high level planning without a defined

timetable to complete the new application systems and to phase out and to deactivate the

outdated systems in current usage. These delays bring about another IT concern: the ability to

maintain the antiquated infrastructure on which some of the HUD and FHA applications reside

while the transformation initiative is underway. Workloads have dramatically increased and are

processing on systems that are 1 5 to 30 years old. These legacy systems must he maintained to

effectively support the current market conditions and volume of workloads. However, the use of

aging hardware and software can result in poor performance and high maintenance costs. If the

IT infrastructure is not modernized in a timely manner, it will become increasingly difficult to

maintain operations, make legislative system modifications, and maintain interfaces to other IT

systems leaving the systems environment at risk.

As part of our annual IT security review mandated b the Federal Information Security

Management Act. v e found that FlU D had made progress on improving its information security

environment. The agency had an effective incident response and reporting program .Also. HUD

maintained o ersig.ht of contractor vstems and had a plan of action and milestones system that

effectively track.ed weaknesses.. However, although H LiD continued to mak.c improvements to
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procedures. (3) establish a continuous monitoring program. (4) address risks based on the

organitatmoils goals and mission, and 5. have adequate policies and procedures that tuilv

integrate capital planning and IT security processes.

As part of our annual review of information systems controls in support of the financial

statements audit. we continue to report weaknesses in internal controls and security regarding

1111 Ds general data processing operations and specific applications. The ef6ct of these
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weaknesses is that F1I D cannot be reasonahl assured that system infiwmation will remain

confidential, safeguarded, and a ailable to those who need it kithout interruption. For instance.

IIVD did not ensure that (I) its financial management sstems plan full\ complied with the

requirements of 0MB Circular A—I 27: (2) application controls for a financial system were

operating effectively: (3) controls oer file management. personnel security, and physical

security at the data center were effectivel\ implemented: and (4) procedures for managing the

configurations of systems in HL’D’s computing environment were followed .As a result. HUD’s

financial systems continue to be at risk of compromise.

home Prorain.

The HOME program is the largest federal block grant to state and local governments, designed to

create affordable housing fiw low-income households. Because HOME is a formula based grant.

funds are awarded to the participating jurisdictions noncompetitively on an annual basis. The

formula is based. in part. on factors including age of units. substandard occupied units. number

of families below the poerty rate, and population in accordance with Census data.

hOME addresses an important need for affordable housing in our country, a need that is

increasing in the wake of the economic downturn and high unemployment. However. HUD

faces challenges over the controls, monitoring and information systems related to the HOME

program.

Last year, OIG testified twice on oversight and fraud issues relating to the HOME program. Our

audit work at the grantee level commonly found the lack of adequate controls. This included

issues in subgrantee activities, resale and recapture provisions to enforce HUD’s affordability

requirements, incorrectly reporting program accomplishments, and incurring ineligible expenses.

There is also a repetitive thread of not always meeting the objectives of the program to provide

affordable housing or not always meeting local building code requirements. HUD focuses its

monitoring activities at the grantee level through its field offices. Grantees, in turn, are

responsible for monitoring their subgrantees. Our audits have found that. in some instances, little

or no monitoring is occurring, particularly at the subgrantee level.

Another challenge we have is with HUD’s Integrated Disbursement & Information System

IDIS). the system used to accumulate and provide data to monitor compliance with HOME

requirements tbr committing and expending funds, H[D also uses LOIS to generate reports used

within and outside BUD including h the public, participating jurisdictions and the Congress
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in this area.
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Public and assi.ted ha,tsin.x program udniinisfration.

HUD provides housing assistance funds under various grant and subsidy programs to

multifamily project owners (both nonprofit and for profit) and public housing agencies (PHAs).

These intennediaries. in turn, provide housing assistance to benefit primarily low—income

households. The Office of Public and Indian Housing (PIH) and the Office of Multifamily

Housing provide funding for rent subsidies through its public housing operating subsidies, the

tçnant-based Section 8 housing choice voucher tenant based and the Section 8 multifamily

project based programs. These programs are administered by more than 4,058 intermediaries

and provide affordable housing for I I million households through the low-rent operating

subsidy public housing program, 2.3 million households through the Housing Choice ‘voucher

program and 1 .1 million through the multifamily project based program.

HU[) has a challenge in monitoring the Housing Choice Voucher program. The program is

electronically monitored through PHA’s self assessments and other self reported information

collected in PIH’s systems. Based on recent audits and HUD’s on-site confirmatory reviews, it

is clear the self assessments are not always accurate and there remains some question as to the

reliability of the information contained in PIH systems. PIH management should he able to

address these limitations with the Next Generation Management System. which is under

development, and the Portthlio Management Tool, which is currently being implemented. Until

the two systems are completely implemented. HUD will continue to face challenges monitoring

this program.

1-IUD has made improvements in the area of erroneous payments, but more improvement is

needed. Last year, we noted that the projected error rate in HUD’s Agency Report did not

comply with 0MB requirements. HUD combined the projected dollar of gross improper

payment from programs tested with other program components that were not tested, and

consequently diluted the total gross error rate reported by a half percent. HUD agreed to review

their methodology and to exclude amounts not tested from the calculations. HUD must ensure

the improper payment error rate complies with valid statistical methodologies. To continue its

efforts in the improvement, the following enhancements are needed (I) adequate disclosures of

administrative errors made by intermediaries in performance reports: (2) improvement of

methodology documentation: and (3) enhanced oversight of’ controls over monitoring of

improper payments.

Additionally. HLD has not yet developed plans to perform audits on contracts exceeding S I

million dollars as required by the Improper Payments Elimination Recovery Act, According to
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HLD’s monitoring and oversight of PHAs participating in the Moving to Work demonstration

program (MTW) is particularly challenging. The MTW program provides PHAs the opportunity

to design and test innovative. locally designed strategies that are designed to use Federal dollars

more efticientlv, help residents become sd f-sufficient, and increase housing choices for low—
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income flimilies. Additionally, the MTW program gives PHAs exemptions from many existing

public housing rules and more tlexibilitv with how the use their Federal funds. Monitoring and

oversight is complicated in that each PHA has a different MT\V plan.

While participating PHAs report annually on their performance. a recent Government

Accountability Office (GAO) report found that MTW guidance does not specify that PH A MTW

plans provide that performance be quantifiable and outcome oriented. By not identifying the

performance data needed to assess the results of the PHA’s MTW program, HUD is unable to

effectivel evaluate the program . Additionally. HUD has not developed a systematic way to

identify lessons learned to get the benefit intended from the MTW program. HUD has indicated

that it intends to expand the number of MTW participants and believes that with additional

participants they will be able to demonstrate the positive impacts of the program. However, we

believe HUD first needs to develop a methodology to assess MTW program performance and

evaluate the results prior to making a decision on expanding the number of MTW participants.

In fiscal year 2012 OIG has reported significant departures from the MTW agreement by some

of the participating PHAs. HUD needs to quantify a formal process for terminating participants

from the demonstration program for failure to comply with their agreement.

Administerin2 prozra,ns directed toward victims ofnatural disasters.

Over the past decade, HUD has developed an allocation process which focuses on unmet disaster

recovery needs. The distribution of HUD ‘s Community Development Block Grant Disaster

Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds to meet community’s needs is different from disaster recovery

funds provided by other federal and state agencies. CDBG-DR funding supplements the Federal

Government’s standard recovery assistance programs administered by the Federal Emergency

Management Agency, the Small Business Administration, and the United States Army Corps of

Engineers. CDBG-DR funds must supplement, not replace, other sources of federal disaster

recovery assistance.

As a result, the Department faces a significant management challenge in monitoring disaster

program funds provided to various States, cities, and local governments under its purview. This

challenge is particularly pressing for HUD because of limited resources to perform the oversight.

the broad nature of HUD projects. the length of time needed to complete some of these projects.

the ability to waive certain HUD program requirements, and the lack of understanding of CDBG

DR grants by the recipients. HUD must ensure that the grantees complete their projects in a

timely manner and ensure the use of funds for intended purposes. Since HUD disaster assistance

may fund a variety of recovery activities, Hi. D can help communities and neighborhoods that

otherwise might not reco’ er due to Iimeed resources. FEov. ever, oversight of these projects is

made more di tteuit based on the nruad natu! c d H F I) tm neut. id due to the fart that ome

)nstruenol 1 L TLLt 1d dK het\ ceo iou ea s to ‘ip] te Hf 1) n ust he dii icIlt n Is

o i siaht duties o enurr that erantees has c ideivitied pro1ut timelines md are keeping ap v ith

them. HUE) also must ensure that grantee guals are being met and that expectations arc

achies ed.

in response to disasters. HUD provides grants to help cities. counties. and States recover from

Presidentiall-declarecl disasters. Unlike the CDBG grants awarded annually. CDBG-DR funds

are appropriated by Congress only in extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in

significant unmet needs for long-term recovery. In addition to any requirements cited in the

9



appropriations statute, the traditional CDBG regulations in 24 CFR 570 applies to C’DBG-DR

funds. Hotse er C’DBG-DR appropriations generall> grant the Secretary broad authorit3 to issue

wai’ers and alternative requirements. which are identified in a Federal Register Notice issued by

HL’D shortly following the announcement of allocations. These communities must have

significant unmet reco ery needs and the capacity to carry out a disaster recovery program.

Keeping up with communities in the n.’cocry process can be a challenging position for IIUD.

Hl.’D CDBG-DR fUnding oer the past secral years has exceeded $29 billion. These active

disaster grants nationwide have approximately S26 billion in obligations and S20 billion in

disbursements. Although many yian haie passed since some of the specific disasters have

occurred, significant disaster fUnds remain unexpended. HUD must continue to maintain its

oversight effbrts to ensure that fUnds arc expended as intended.
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